
 

  

                      

  

  

INTRODUCTION TO NETCOINS INVESTMENT  

  

  

Netcoins Investment is a project 

for which Netcoins holds the 

source codes of the platforms 

developed with its own software 

house; that's why Netcoins 

investment can really do a 

Sharing Profit project!.   

  

Our mission is to create an open financial system for the world. Want to 

join our mission? We saved you a seat.  

Sustainability and Transparency are our focus! With Netcoins 

Investment you and your friends can get all the tools to produce, earn 

money and work with bitcoins right away.  



 

  

Netcoins Investment has helped approximately 3.7 million people and 

over 500 companies with her ruthless strategies to milk the crypto 

currency market of all its worth.  

  

. Netcoins Investment company is a company that is based on a dis-

centralized network, in other words, no one loses!  

  

HOW NETCOINS INVESTMENT WORKS  

  

The process of Bitcoin mining at Netcoins investment is an elaborate 

one, and a deeply controversial one as well. This is the process wherein 

solving the aforementioned mathematical problems comes into play. In 

Bitcoin mining, the computer solving this problem is part of what's 

known as the "proof-of-work system." In this system, the computer 

attempts to determine a number. The computer that successfully finds 

the number uses it to hash a block to the previous block in the block-

chain network, announces it to the network which validates it, and you 

are then rewarded with BTC.  

  

It also has made it far less likely of a single person mining a Bitcoin.  

Bitcoin miners are a dime a dozen today, and an individual will need to 
spend a lot of money on their computer and an expensive ASIC miner 
that gives them the best chance of mining BTC. As a result, mining pools 
such as Netcoins investment, where Bitcoin miners pool their resources 
together and split the BTC reward among the entire pool, have become 
more common.  



 

  

WHAT WE OFFER YOU  

 Bitcoin Transparency  Software Development  Bitcoin Mining 

 Bitcoin Transaction  Bitcoin Trust  

  

  

BITCOIN TRANSPARENCY  

  

The biggest advantage presented by bitcoin — or to be more 
precise, the underlying block-chain technology — comes in the 
form of creating a completely transparent trading system.  
  

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT   

  

Bitcoin is free software and any developer can contribute to the 

project. Everything you need is in the Netcoins repository.  

  

BITCOIN MINING  

  

At Netcoins, we use Today's modern and best bitcoin mining 
hardware - Application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) miners 
have taken over completely. These ASIC machines mine at 
unprecedented speeds while consuming much less power than 
FPGA or GPU mining rigs.  
  

BITCOIN TRANSACTIONS   

  

We offer secured transactions; Daily Transaction count is one of the 
most important and controversial metrics for the Bitcoin Cash 
(BCH) network. A key driver of the Bitcoin Cash (BCH) fork and the 



 

Segwit (BTC) fork was a dispute over the importance of enabling 
low-fee on-chain transactions (the type measured by this chart).  
  

BITCOIN TRUST  

  

Our mission is to create an open financial system for the world. 

Want to join our mission? We saved you a seat.  

  

  

  

  

HOW TO EARN FROM NETCOINS INVESTMENT  

There are three ways to earn from Netcoins investment platform  

. INVESTMENTS  

. REFERRAL . AFFILIATE  

THE INVESTMENT METHOD  

When clients and companies want to earn through the investment 

method, they are expected to choose between five great plans that will 

yield astonishing profits;  

. THE BRONZE PLAN  

This is a very basic and easy plan which is available at  

netcoinsinvestment.com. This plan has a minimum investment startup 

of $200 and a maximum investment startup of $499, clients are 

expected to pick between this range. This plan gives clients the ability 

to earn 4.5% of their investments in 6 days! That is when you invest  

$200, you are expected to receive $9-$22 in 6 days! This also comes 

with a  



 

24/7 support for your plan. Head on to www.netcoinsinvestment.com 

to start investing today!  

. THE SILVER PLAN  

This plan is one of the most profiting plans at  

netcoinsinvestment.com. This plan comes with up to 5% profit 6 days! 

This plan has a minimum investment of $500 and a maximum 

investment of $4999 that means when you invest $500 you will receive 

$25-145 in 6 days! It couldn't get better. Simply amazing! This plan also 

comes with a 24/7 support for clients. Quick! Go to 

www.netcoinsinvestment.com to begin!   

. THE GOLD PLAN  

This plan is one of the very profiting plans at netcoinsinvestment.com. 

This plan comes with up to 7.5% profit in 10 days! This plan has a 

minimum investment of $5000 and a maximum investment of $9999 

that means when you invest $5000 you will receive $375-$750 daily till 

10 days! It couldn't get better! Simply amazing! This plan also comes 

with a 24/7 support for clients. Quick! Go to 

www.netcoinsinvestment.com to begin!   

  

. THE PLATINUM  PLAN  

This plan is one of the most profiting plans at  

netcoinsinvestment.com. This plan comes with up to 10% profit in 30 

days! This plan has a minimum investment of $10000 and a maximum 

investment of $49999 that means when you invest $10000 you will 

receive $1000-$5000 in 30 days! It couldn't get better! Simply amazing! 

This plan also comes with a 24/7 support for clients. Quick! Go to 

www.netcoinsinvestment.com to begin!  
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. THE VIP PLAN  

This plan is one of the most profiting plans at  

netcoinstinvestment.com. This plan comes with up to 12% profit in 30 

days! This plan has a minimum investment of $50000 and a maximum 

investment of $100000 that means when you invest $50000 you will 

receive $6000-$12000 in 30 days! It couldn't get better! Simply 

amazing! This plan also come with a 24/7 support for clients. Quick! Go 

to www.netcoinsinvestment.com to begin!  

  

THE REFFERAL METHOD  

This method is mostly used by clients who wants more profit! all you 

have to do is to share your referral link, which is available in your 

dashboard to anyone of your choice. And expect to receive a 10% 

bonus from your downlines profit and investments! Just amazing! Just 

logging to your user account at www.netcoinstinvestent.com and click 

on referral to get your referral link.  

THE AFFILIATE METHOD  

This method is mostly used by companies as shareholders that needs to 

be done is to summit a request form to the authorities of Netcoins 

investment or send an email to support@netcoinstinvestment.com to 

become a shareholders of the company. This way of earning is highly 

profitable.  
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HOW TO INVEST  

All you have to do to invest is to head on to 

www.netcoinsinvestment.com   

. Create an account  

. Please ensure that you verify your email address.   

. After creating an account, you will be redirected to your user 

dashboard. Click on a plan of your choice on the plans option choose.  

. Select a plan, manually type your preferred deposit plan, copy the 

bitcoin address available and send your imputed amount to the bitcoin 

address, take a screenshot of your transaction as this will be required in 

the funding of your account, on the bottom of the screen you will be 

asked to upload a screenshot of your transaction, after transaction is 

verified and approved, your account will be funded.  

. After deposit, select a preferred plan of your choice and click on order 

to start earning in 5 days!   

http://www.netcoinsinvestment.com/
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